
16.42cm* Display

5nm Exynos 1280

6000mAh (typical) Battery#

50MP No Shake Camera

5G with 11 Bands^

Display

Processor

Battery

Camera

5G

Galaxy M34 5G

Image simulated. Colors subject to availability. *Measured diagonally, the screen size is 16.42cm in full rectangle and 15.98cm for the rounded corners. Actual viewable is less due to rounded corners and the camera 
cut-out. #Rated minimum capacity is 5830mAh. Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.Typical value tested under third party laboratory conditions. Typical 
value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 62133-2:2017 standard. Individual results may vary. ^5G network availability and actual 
speed may vary depending on country, network provider and user environment. Compatibility dependent upon 5G network availability. 
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Monster Display1

Must be a vibrant 120Hz sAMOLED
Watch content with Vision Booster technology. Scroll endlessly with the 
stutter-free 120Hz refresh rate on an immersive 16.42cm screen*.

Must be the Gorilla® Glass 5
A toughened glass to endure all your adventures.

Image simulated for representational purpose only. *Measured diagonally, the screen size is 16.42cm in full rectangle and 15.98cm for the rounded corners. Actual viewable is less due to rounded corners and the camera 
cut-out. Results may vary depending on light or shooting conditions. Some certain applications or game interfaces may support less than 120 Hz due to reasons like compatibility. Gorilla® is a trademark / registered 
trademark of Corning International.

Monster Strength2



Monster Camera3

Must be the Steady 50MP No Shake 
Cam
Off roads, uneven terrains, capture 
your unshakable spirit with the 
blur-free 50MP No Shake Camera.

Must be the Monster Shot 2.0
Click multiple shots in a single take. 
Need options? We got it with Monster 
Shot 2.0.

Must be the Nightography
No more dark images. Get brilliant 
clarity and capture the finest at 
night with Nightography.

Must be the Fun Mode
Bring out your inner child with the 
fun filters and create everlasting 
memories.

Image simulated for representational purpose only. ‘No Shake Cam’ is a creative expression that signifies Optical Image Stabilization (OIS) feature that compensates for hand tremors/movement. Stunts performed by 
professionals. Do not imitate. Color subject to availability. Results may vary depending upon light or shooting conditions.

3.1. No Shake Cam 3.2. Monster shot

3.3. Nightography 3.4. Fun Mode



Monster Convenience6 Monster Clarity7

Image simulated for representational purposes. Color subject to availability. *Rated minimum capacity is 5830mAh. Typical value tested under third party laboratory conditions. Typical value is the estimated average value 
considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 62133-2:2017 standard. ^Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. **The 
information contained herein is provided for information purposes only and is intended only to describe Samsung current plans regarding potential software & security updates on Galaxy M34 5G. The information 
communicated is not a commitment or an obligation of Samsung. Samsung reserves the right to change the content and timing of any software release without further notification. ~All third party logos/brands/marks are 
trademarks/ registered trademarks of their respective third party's brands owner/company. #Voice focus is available on native and video calls.

Monster Experience5

Must be a Lasting 6000mAh 
Unlimited browsing, gaming and 
binge-watching, all energized with a 
6000mAh* Battery that lasts up to 2 
days^.

Must be the advanced 4-Gen OS 
upgrades 
Explore a new world of possibilities 
with the **4 Gen OS upgrades and 
**5 years of security updates.

Must be the smart Samsung Wallet~

Be at ease. Find digital ID’s to credit 
cards in one place.

Must be the sharp Voice Focus#

Noisy backgrounds minimized. Video 
and audio calls made clearer.

Monster Battery4



Monster Processor10 Monster Memory11

Image simulated for representational purpose only. Colour subject to availability. *6GB RAM models will support up to 6GB of internal storage, and 8GB RAM models support up to 8GB internal storage, that can be used 
as virtual memory to improve app performance. Actual internal storage availability may vary depending on pre-installed software.

Monster Design9

Must be the robust Knox Security 
We keep your data safe and secure 
with the best of privacy.

Must be the chic colors
Get the trendiest of shades to spark 
up your days.

Must be the super Exynos 
Notch up your performance with the 
ultra-fast Exynos 1280 - 5nm 
Processor.

Must be the efficient RAM Plus
Accomplish more without getting 
stuck with up to 16GB of RAM 
with RAM Plus. Get variants of 
6GB + 128GB*, 8GB + 128GB* and 
8GB +256GB* as per your need.

Monster Defense8



Special benefits

Image simulated for representational purposes only. Third party images/logos/marks as shown are registered images/logos/marks of respective third party's brand owners.

Samsung

Click to know more

Keep getting back from Samsung

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year

Click to know more

Knox security locks in your privacy

Click to know more

Meet Samsung Wallet.
All in one place

Samsung
Wallet



With Samsung Care+ we will have you covered on accidental
damages for up to 2 years, so you can enjoy your Galaxy smartphones,

tablets or watches with utmost peace of mind.

Samsung Care+

We’ve got you
covered beyond the
standard warranty.

Covered with Care+

Samsung
genuine parts

Authorised service centre
repairs with

expert technicians

Hassle-free
claim process

Free pick-up from
your home 

Extended warranty
up to 2 years

Image simulated for representational purposes only. T&Cs apply. *Covers accidental physical & liquid damage (including screen) and technical or mechanical failure. Does not cover loss or theft of device. 
Does not cover devices with modified software or hardware.

Accidental damage
repair*



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.
Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

For more information or for e-waste pick up
please WhatsApp us on 1800 5 7267864.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            SamsungIndia              SamsungIndia            SamsungIndia
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Connect with us

WhatsAppSamsung
Digital Service Centre
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